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Dear Chevra, 
 
The Rambam teaches us (Mishna Torah, Hilchos Shabbos 23:3) that one may plug a hole in a leaking container on 
Shabbos with food even when the container will in this manner be plugged. Although later authorities, such as the 
Shulchan Aruch disagree, the Rambam suggests, “It is permitted to act with guile in this matter.”  While a Torah true 
Jew must always strive to take the high road, acting with straightforward integrity, there are circumstances, although 
few and far between, in which acting with guile is taking the straight road. 
 
Reb Nachman of Breslov tells a parable about a man who after being robbed in the forest at gunpoint, took off his hat 
and asked the bandit to do him a favor and shoot a few holes in his hat so that his wife would believe he was actually 
robbed and wouldn’t harbor suspicions about his spending the money. The bandit obliged. The man then took off his 
coat and asked the bandit to shoot some holes in his coat. The bandit obliged. Then when the bandit ran out of 
bullets, the man gave the bandit a square beating and took his money back.  
 
Once Rav Avigdor Miller was walking down the street when he was accosted  by a man who asked for his wallet. Rav 
Miller began speaking to the would be thief in an unfamiliar Lithuanian dialect until, frustrated, the would be thief 
walked away. Similarly the Ponevezher Rav was once on a subway when he noticed a group of hoodlums 
approaching with screwdrivers. When the group got close he asked when the “such-and-such” stop was, which he 
knew was the next stop. Knowing it would be easier to commit the robbery while not on the train, the young men told 
the elderly rabbi that it was the next stop and that they’d also be getting off at that stop. When the train pulled into the 
station the hoodlums got off, but just as he was about to get off the Ponevezher Rav bent down to tie his 
shoes...which he did until the doors closed and the train began moving, with the hoodlums left safely behind.  
 
With her blond hair, blue eyes and Berlin-accented German, the Bluzhever Rebbetzin, Rebbetzin Bronia Spira a”h, 
would often travel aboard trains packed with Nazi soldiers. In the pocketbook she carried were false papers used to 
help hundreds of Yidden escape Nazi occupied Europe. Occasionally German officers would sit across from the 
young “Aryan” woman regaling her with tales of atrocities committed against her people. She would sit and listen 
politely, keeping focused on her reason for being there, to save as many Yidden as possible.  
 
After the Second World War a woman arrived at the home of Reb Aharon of Belz. Her husband, who had survived a 
bout of diphtheria in the camps had caught it again. Doctors had no hopes of a second recovery, but she had lost one 
husband during the war and wasn’t prepared to lose her second husband. The gabbai, although sympathetic told the 
woman that the Rebbe wasn’t taking petitioners, but suggested that if she were to stand in the hallway and cry, 
hearing her cries, the Rebbe would request to see her. The ploy worked and soon she found herself standing before 
the great tzadik Reb Arele Belzer. She told her story. The Belzer Rebbe listened but then told the woman that if his 
father had been alive his father could have helped her, but he doesn't know how to work such miracles, there is 
nothing he could do to help. The woman asked, “But does the Rebbe rotzeh, want, my husband to be well?” The 
Belzer Rebbe said, “Of course I want your husband to be well.” The woman said, “Good enough. Ein Lecha Davar 
haOmed B’fnei haRatzon. Nothing stands in the way of wanting. Nothing stands in the way of the will.” With that the 
woman turned around and took her leave. They say that Reb Arele Belzer’s face turned white. This happened on a 
Thursday. Sunday the doctor returned to the hospital and found the patient’s bed empty. Assuming he had died over 
the weekend he could hardly believe the patient went home for Shabbos, healthy and on his own two feet.  
 
As Yidden we always want to act with eidelkeit, with the sensitivity and refinement congruent with our Yiddishe 
values, the values of Yaakov Avinu. Yet we understand that in order to do more good and avoid wrong, we must 
sometimes act cleverly and with guile. Like Yaakov Avinu who stole the blessings of his father Yitzchak for himself 
and for us. So to we, in this last, albeit arduous, generation before the arrival of Moshiach must use guile to keep the 
influence of Eisav far enough at bay so as to be able to learn Torah, pray, keep Shabbos, eat kosher. Although we 
want to be eidel, refined and gentle, when times and circumstances call for guile, with thoughtfulness, sensitivity, and 
sometimes a second opinion, we will not hesitate to beguile.  

Wishing you a joyful and gentle Shabbos of eidelkeit and simcha. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Binyamin Klempner bklempner1@gmail.com 


